
 

100% breathable, 100% washable, 100% made in the USA

Wholesale and Custom Catalog



 

Cool masks for 
weird times
Our story begins with a marching band uniform factory in 
Delaware. G2 Performance was a successful small business 
founded on the principles of individuality, activity, and 
quality. They manufactured uniforms for marching athletes at 
every level from varsity to the international color guard. 
Everything was running perfectly until the pandemic forced 
schools and businesses across the country to shut down. 
Fearing for their employees and their families, G2 knew they 
would have to adapt to survive in the rapidly changing 
economy. 

We saw inspiration and promise in the story of G2. We worked 
with them to mobilize existing supply chains and rapidly 
expand production while also helping to design quality masks 
in a variety of designs for every individual. 

And it didn’t stop with one factory. Aros has now helped to 
repurpose nine factories across the country, employing 
almost 300 people. Every component of our masks is 
manufactured and put together in the United States. 

We don’t know when things are going to go back to normal. 
But until they do, we are proud to produce masks made in 
America by people who choose to make quality products their 
livelihood.





Our masks



Our filters 
We have partnered with a family-owned business in Utah to provide our masks with the 
most protective filters. Made from repurposed vacuum bags, our filters are 97% effective at 
filtrating down to particles at 0.3 microns.

Read the full study here.

https://www.dustlesstools.com/lnd/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CT163_0320_D1345D1346D1347D1348D1349D1350.pdf
https://www.dustlesstools.com/lnd/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CT163_0320_D1345D1346D1347D1348D1349D1350.pdf





Midnight Charcoal Blueberry

Mauve Evergreen Grape

Olive Ocean Polka Spots






Purple Fog Coral   
(Kids Only)

Peach Funky Floral

Geo Garden

Zappy   
(Kids Only)

Mint   
(Kids Only)

Terrazzo   
(Large Only)

Tiny Snacks   
(Medium Only)






Tie Dye Blast Blue Splash Pink Tie Dye



measure from the middle of your nose 
bridge to the bottom of your chin…

Size Height                 
(Nose to Chin)

Width

Kid 4 ¼" 5 ½"

Average 4 ¾" 6"

Large 5 ¼" 6 ½"



Wholesale and Custom pricing 

All masks cost $9 per unit (plus shipping) 

This includes: 
• Custom artwork 
• Pantone color matching 

Minimum order quantities: 
• 50 units for wholesale orders 
• 200 units for custom orders





For custom or wholesale orders, 
email 

graham@aros.com 

For anything else, email 
hello@aros.com 


